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QUESTION 1

You need to configure a case type to send a confirmation for change-of-address requests. The confirmation is sent to
customers as an email, text message, and letter. Which two options ensure that the content of the confirmation is the
same for all three correspondence types? (Choose two.) 

A. Create one correspondence rule containing the confirmation, then circumstance the correspondence rule for each
correspondence type. 

B. Create one correspondence rule for each correspondence type. Configure each correspondence rule to reference
another correspondence rule that contains the confirmation. 

C. Create one correspondence rule containing the confirmation. Configure the correspondence rule to support all three
correspondence types. 

D. Create one correspondence rule for each correspondence type. Configure each correspondence rule to reference a
paragraph rule that contains the confirmation. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

Pega 7 comes with numerous API activities. In which situation would you explore available API activities? 

A. When automating case processing 

B. When creating a new case type 

C. When designing your data model 

D. When debugging an application 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Users are required to enter their date of birth in the format dd/mm/yyyy. Which two options ensure that a user provides a
date in the correct format? (Choose two.) 

A. Use a Calendar control to allow the user to select the date. 

B. Use an Edit Validate rule to test the value entered by the user. 

C. Use a Validate rule to test the value entered by theuser. 

D. Use a When rule to test if the date matches the required format. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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QUESTION 4

In which situation does a case type for software upgrade requests reuse a rule through pattern inheritance? 

A. The case type uses the approval section provided by Pega 7. 

B. The case type uses an authorizationprocess used throughout the organization. 

C. The case type uses the Data-Party-Operator class to describe a work party. 

D. The case type uses a data type to describe the requestor. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A data page holds the local weather information and has the Reload if Older Than field set to 10 minutes. The data page
is created at 11:22. The user then performs the following actions: 

11:28 the user refreshes the weather information 

11:40

 the user refreshes the weather information At what time is the data page reloaded? 

A. 

11:38 

B. 

11:40 

C. 

11:32 

D. 

11:28 

Correct Answer: B 
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